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Mathematial programming formulations for theorthogonal 2d knapsak problemC. Jonour1,3, A. Pêher2,3, P. Pesneau1,3 and F.Vanderbek1,31. Université Bordeaux 1, Institut de Math de Bordeaux (IMB).2. Université Bordeaux 1, Laboratoire Bordelais de Reherhe en Informatique (LaBRI).3. Inria Sud-Ouest, EPI RealOpt (emails : �rstname.name�inria.fr)Mots-lefs : 2-d paking problem, integer programming, olumn generation, graph theoryThe 2d orthogonal paking problem onsist in seleting a maximal value subset of items thatan be paked in a unit square. Eah item, i = 1, . . . , n, is de�ned by its value, vi ≥ 0, its width,
0 < wi ≤ 1, and its height, 0 < hi ≤ 1. A subset of items, S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} admits a feasibleorthogonal paking i� [10℄ there exists lower-left orner oordinates (xi, yi) for eah i ∈ S suhthat : (Closeness) eah item remains within the unit square, i.e., xi + wi ≤ 1 and yi + hi ≤ 1for eah i ∈ S ; (No-overlap) No two items overlap, i.e., xi + wi ≤ xj or xj + wj ≤ xi or
yi + hi ≤ yj or yj + hj ≤ yi. The term �orthogonal� omes from the utting stok terminology :it means that the items ould be ut from a unit square stok piee using orthogonal uts, i.e.,uts that are made in diretion orthogonal the the stok piee edges. It is assumed that theitems annot be rotated to exhange their width and height. The generalization to a non unitsquare is trivial. The problem is atually strongly NP-Hard, and in pratie muh harder thanits 1-d ounter part : the ombinatori not only onern item seletion deisions but also theirrelative position to form a feasible paking. Moreover, there is an inherent symmetry betweensolutions that an be obtained by permuting the positions of items. The aim of this paper isto review the existing integer programming formulations for this problem, omparing the sizeand the resulting linear programming relaxation bound. This analysis of existing approahesshould highlight the sope for further progress in math programming approahes to solving the2-d orthogonal paking problem. Suh approahes an also be ombined/hybridized with exatalgorithms based on ombinatorial dual bounds [10, 11, 5℄ and intelligent enumeration shemes[7, 8, 12, 14℄, or onstraint programming [9℄.A straightforward formulation that implements diretly the above de�nition of feasible pa-king is to use variables δixy indiating whether item i has its lower left orner in position (x, y)[3℄. The model assumes a disretisation of the X and Y dimensions to yield a �nite number ofpossible oordinates (x, y) but this entails a pseudopolynolial size formulation :
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δixy ≤ 1∀i, δixy ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, x, y} .Besides its exponential size, this formulation also su�ers a symmetry drawbak : symmetri solu-tion are represented by di�erent δ value. Beyond this initial model, many alternative models havebeen developed, some of them do not enfore true plaement and hene model a ombinatorialrelaxation for the problem. Some retains the disretization idea : [6℄ proposed a formulation invariable δix, δiy and δxy = 1 i� position (x, y) is unoupied (it was latter shown to model onlya relaxation). A polynomial formulation is used in [14℄ where oordinates are seen as ontinuousvariables and binary variables model the relative position of items : lij = 1 i� item i is to the leftof j and bij = 1 i� item i is below j. All of these approahes su�er the same symmetry drawbak.Column generation formulations have also been used : [16℄ generate solutions of the knapsakproblem de�ned by the item height (they de�ne vertial �lling patterns) and model the overing1



of the seleted item width by vertial strips (the deision variables are λv is the width of vertialpattern v) ; [15℄ extended this idea to generating both horizontal and vertial �lling patterns ;[4℄ ombined the latter with the use of relative position variables xij = 1 (resp. yij = 1) i� item
i and j are on eah others side along the X axis (resp. Y axis). Column generation approaheshave also been ombined with oordinates alloation approahes : [13℄ make use of variables are
λvx = 1 i� vertial pattern v appears in oordinate x. Finally, another approah onsists inreduing the 2-d knapsak to a 1-d problem by de�ning item weighs as their surfae area. Therelaxation an then be improved by adding uts (dual feasible uts [2, 5, 10℄, over uts [2, 14℄, oruts on the objetive [1℄), using dominane rules, or redued ost �xing [2℄. In our presentationwe shall provide the detailed formulations, analyze their relative advantages, and extend theideas to new ways of modeling the 2-dimensional knapsak problem.Référenes[1℄ A. Amaral and A. N. Lerhford (2003). An improved Upper Bound for the two-dimensionalNon-Guillotine Cutting Problem. Working paper.[2℄ R. Baldai and M. A. Boshetti (2005). A Cutting Plane Approah for the Two-DimensionalOrthogonal Non Guillotine Cutting Stok Problem.[3℄ J.E. Beasley (1985). An exat two-dimensional non-guillotine utting tree searh proedure.Operations Researh, 33 : 49-64.[4℄ M.A. Boshetti, E. Hadjionstantinou et N. Christophides (2002). New upper bounds for thetwo-dimensional non-guillotine utting problem.IMA J Management Math, 13 : 95-119.[5℄ A. Caprara and M. Monai (2004). On the two-dimensional knpsak problem. Oper. Res.Letters, 32 :2-14.[6℄ Christophides, N. and E. Hadjionstantinou (1995), An exat algorithm for orthogonal 2-Dutting problems using guillotine uts, European Journal of Operational Researh, 83, 21-38.[7℄ J. Carlier, F. Clautiaux, and A. Moukrim (2005). New redution proedures and lower boundsfor the two-dimensional bin-paking problem with �xed orientation. Comput. Oper. Res.[8℄ F. Clautiaux, J. Carlier, and A. Moukrim (2007). A new onstraint programming approahfor the orthogonal paking problem. To appear in the Computers and Oper. Res.[9℄ F. Clautiaux, A. Jouglet, J. Carlier, and A. Moukrim (2007). A new onstraint programmingapproah for the orthogonal paking problem. To appear in the Computers and Oper. Res.[10℄ S.P. Fekete and J. Shepers (2004). A ombinatorial haraterization of higher-dimensionalorthogonal paking. Mathematis of Operations Researh, 29, pp353-368.[11℄ S.P. Fekete and J. Shepers (2004). A general framework for bounds for higher-dimensionalorthogonal paking problems. Mathematial Mathods of Operations Researh, 60, pp81-94.[12℄ S.P. Fekete, J. Shepers, and J.C. van der Veen (2007). An Exat Algorithm for Higher-Dimensional Orthogonal Paking. Operations Researh, to appear.[13℄ S. Martello, M. Monai, and D. Vigo (2003). An exat Approah to the Strip-PakingProblem.. Informs J. of Computing, 15(3) :310-319.[14℄ D. Pisinger and M. Sigurd (2007). Using Deomposition Tehniques and Constraint Pro-gramming for Solving the Two-Dimensional Bin-Paking Problem. Informs Journal on Com-puting Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 36-51.[15℄ G. Sheithauer (1999). LP-based bounds for the ontainer and multi-ontainer loading pro-blem. International Transations in Operational Researh 6 : 199-213.[16℄ R.D. Tsai, E.M. Malstorm et H.D. Meeks (1988). A two-dimensional palletizing proedurefor loading operations. IIE Transations 20 :418-425.2


